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ABSTRACT: We show how the duality invariant approach to M-theory formulated by
Berman and Perry relates to the double field theory proposed by Hull and Zwiebach.
In doing so we provide suggestions as to how Ramond fields can be incorporated into
the double field theory. We find that the standard dimensional reduction procedure has
a duality invariant (doubled) analogue in which the gauge fields of the doubled Kaluza-
Klein ansatz encode the Ramond potentials. We identify the internal gauge index of these
gauge fields with a spinorial index of O(d, d).
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1 Introduction
The low energy limit of M-theory is eleven-dimensional supergravity, which upon dimen-
sional reduction on a circle yields type IIA ten-dimensional supergravity (which is in turn
the low energy limit of the type IIA superstring) [1]. Reduction of the eleven-dimension
supergravity theory [2] on higher tori result in lower dimensional supergravity theories
which possess an extremely rich structure of hidden-symmetries [3]. For instance, the
result of reduction on a T4 is a seven-dimensional theory with an SL(5) symmetry, for a
T5 reduction the duality group is SO(5, 5) and proceeding further one finds hidden sym-
metries classified by the exceptional Lie-algebras (and eventually their affine extensions).
Devolping a complete understanding of such hidden symmetries and indeed the extent
to which these symmetries play an underlying role of the full uncompactified theory has
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long been a topic of study [4, 5]. For many years it has been suggested that these sym-
metries might be made more manifest by the inclusion of extra dimensions (above the
eleven) to account for the central charges of the supersymmetry algebra, see for instance
[6].
Some progress in this direction has beenmade recently [7–9]. In [8] a canonical quanti-
sation approach along the lines of [10, 11] was used to show that the uncompactified theory
can be recast in a way that makes the hidden symmetry group manifest. To be more pre-
cise this is achieved for a theory of gravity together with a three-form potential defined in
d = 1+ 4 dimensions replicating the bosonic sector of eleven-dimensional supergravity.
Drawing inspiration from the structures seen in generalised geometry [12–15], the Hamil-
tonian of this theorywas rewritten in such away that the SL(5) hidden symmetry group is
made manifest. To achieve this the four spatial coordinates were augmentedwith an addi-
tional six extra coordinates (which can be though of as being due to membrane charges).
This result was later extended to make the SO(5, 5) symmetry of the d = 1+ 5 dimen-
sional versionmanifest [9]; in this case an additional eleven spatial coordinates need to be
included (which arise from the ten membrane charges and a single five-brane charge).
In parallel to this has been the recent renewed interest and development of a duality
invariant target space formulation of string theory known as double field theory (DFT)
[16] building on important preceding works by Tseytlin [17] and Siegel [18, 19]. In this
approach a particular truncation of bosonic closed string field theory on a torus Tn was
shown to give rise to an background independent effective action exhibiting manifest T-
duality invariance. This effective action has double the usual number of coordinates i.e.
the n regular coordinates x are supplemented by their T-dual partners x˜ (which can be
though of as arising from string winding modes) and the fields can depend on both x and
x˜.
An alternative approach is based on a proposal made in 2003, [20], to consider the
non-linear realisation of E11 and its first fundamental representation. This introduced an
extension of space-time to include extra coordinates in one-to-one correspondence with
brane charges and a generalised veilbein [20–24]. In [25], West constructed this non-linear
realisation and, at level zero from the IIA point of view, the dynamics contained the NS
fields and agreed with that of the double field theory. This work was extended to level
one and the RR sector of IIA supergravity in [26].
A precursor to DFT is the development of a world sheet duality invariant theory
which exhibits many of the structures found in the double field theory - a selection of
relevant work on this can be found in [17, 29–32], (see [33] for a review and further refer-
ences). Recently, it has been shown how, at least in a certain simplified scenario, the DFT
equations of motionwhich take the form of the vanishing of some generalised Ricci tensor
arise directly as constraints of conformal invariance in these world sheet approaches [34].
In this paper we examine how the duality invariant M-theory can be related directly
to double field theory via dimensional reduction. Of course, that each is equivalent to
its standard formulation means there surely is a some relation however it is by no means
evident exactly how the mechanics of this should work. A further reason for this work,
and indeed the original motivation, is to provide further perspective on the inclusion of
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Ramond-Ramond p-forms into DFT. The fact that the M-theory treats fields that descend
to the RR sector democratically with those that descend to NS fields underlies this think-
ing. Certainly the limitations of current string field theory technology render a direct
approach to this problem unviable.
For the reader’s convenience we now give a short summary of the key results within.
Firstly in the would-be NS sector we shall see how the standard KK ansatz (together
with appropriate Weyl rescaling) for the M-theory fields naturally gives rise to a doubled
Kaluza-Klein ansatz in the doubled geometry. The external metric of this ansatz is simply
the O(d, d) generalised metric H of the DFT. Unlike the standard dimensional reduction
the internal metric G of the doubled KK ansatz still depends on the geometric data (the IIA
metric h and two-form b) however in a different representation; the internal metric acts on
spinors of O(d, d). Restricting our attention to the NS sector we find that the dimensional
reduction gives rise to the Lagrangian of DFT. This is only possible through some rather
non trivial cancelations and relationships between G and H.
Secondly, when we include the RR sector we find that in the doubled geometry the
RR fields elegantly assemble themselves into a single KK ‘gauge’ field of the Doubled KK
ansatz. These gauge fields carry aO(d, d) vector index and an internal Spin(d, d) spinorial
index. Their kinetic terms are relatively simple and suggestive of potential generalisation.
The coupling of the gauge field spinorial indices to the NS sector is by means of the spino-
rial representation of the generalised metric G.
The idea that spinorial representations of O(d, d) are relevant to RR fields has some
precedent in the literature. For instance using non-linear realisations of exceptional sym-
metry algebra [20, 25, 26] it is shown that RR fields can be packaged as spinors of O(d, d)
and for the case of O(9, 9) in [27]. This idea can also be seen in [28] wherein the RR fields
couple to the NS sector by means of the same spinorial representation of the generalised
metric G.
There are several subtleties that require careful consideration and mean that the rela-
tionship between the doubled M-theory and DFT is less evident than one might immedi-
ately assume. A principal complication is that time is treated quite differently in the two
approaches; in the M-theory time is singled out and treated distinctly from spatial coor-
dinates which are doubled whereas the DFT not only maintains covariance but actually
doubles the time direction implicitly. A further complication arises because we are not
actually working with eleven-dimensional supergravity but rather a lower dimensional
cousin. Since the dilaton φ produced by KK scalar in the dimensional reduction is sensi-
tive to this dimensionality we find that one can reproduce DFT only up to an additional
quadratic dilaton term (nonetheless the terms involving the DFT doubled dilaton d do
come out correctly).
The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows: In the next section we
review the standard dimensional reduction procedure paying careful attention to how
dimensionality alters things. In section 3, we turn our attention to the SL(5) invariant
M-theory. We will first briefly review the construction of [8] and then consider its dimen-
sional reduction. After comparing the NS sector to that of DFT we turn to the RR sector.
In section 4 we repeat this analysis for the richer case of the SO(5, 5) invariant M-theory.
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We close in section 5 with a short discussion.
A brief note on notation: Hatted indicies correspond to M-theory indices and unhatted to string
theory. Uppercase indices correspond to doubled/generalised indices and lowercase to the standard
formulation.
2 Dimensional reduction away from criticality
Although the relation between eleven-dimensional supergravity and type IIA supergrav-
ity in ten dimensions is well known [1] in this paper we shall need to work away from
criticality and so revisit the dimensional reduction procedure for arbitrary dimension.
As we shall see, the dilaton normalisation and kinetic term are dimensionally sensitive,
something which will impact the discussion later.
We start in n+ 1 dimensions with the action
S(n+1) =
1
κ2
(n+1)
∫
dn+1x
√
G
(
R[G]− 1
48
FnˆmˆpˆqˆF
nˆmˆpˆqˆ
)
, (2.1)
and we dimensionally reduce on an S1 labelled by coordinate z with the ansatz
Gmˆnˆ =
(
g˜ij 0
0 e2γ
)
, Cijz = bij , (2.2)
to find
S(n) =
1
κ2
(n)
∫
dnx
√
g˜eγ
(
R[g˜]− 2(∂γ)2 − 2∇˜2γ− 1
12
HijkH
ijke2γ
)
. (2.3)
In order that all the terms exhibit homogeneous scaling we perform aWeyl rescaling g˜ij =
e−γgij. Making use of the identities (B.4) the action is then given by
S(n) =
1
κ2
(n)
∫
dnx
√
ge(2−
n
2 )γ
(
R[g] +
(
n− 4− 1
4
(n− 1)(n− 2)
)
(∂γ)2 + (n− 3)∇2γ− 1
12
HijkH
ijk
)
.
(2.4)
At this stage we may integrate by parts to find
S(n) =
1
κ2
(n)
∫
dnx
√
ge(2−
n
2 )γ
(
R[g] +
1
4
(n− 6)(n− 1)∂iγ∂iγ− 1
12
HijkH
ijk
)
. (2.5)
We now perform a field redefinition to identify the dilaton with the KK scalar according
to
e(2−
n
2 )γ = e−2φ , (2.6)
so that the action takes its final form
S(n) =
1
κ2
(n)
∫
dnx
√
ge−2φ
(
R[g] + N[n]∂iφ∂
iφ− 1
12
HijkH
ijk
)
, (2.7)
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with the coefficient
N[n] = (n− 6)(n− 1)
(
2− n
2
)−2
. (2.8)
Of interest in this paper are the cases n = 10 corresponding to actual eleven-dimensional
supergravity, n = 4 corresponding to the SL(5) duality invariant theory of [8] and n = 5
corresponding to the O(5, 5) duality invariant theory in [9].
For the n = 10 case we recover the standard famous relation that
n = 10⇒ γ = 2
3
φ (2.9)
and the normalisation N[10] = 4 is such that the dimensionally reduced (2.7) action cor-
responds to the bosonic NS sector of Type II supergravity. For the case n = 5 we have a
different relation
n = 5⇒ γ = 4φ (2.10)
and a normalisation of N[5] = −16. Finally for the case of n = 4 we encounter some
pathology; the prefactor in (2.5) vanishes automatically and N[4] correspondingly di-
verges. Whilst the action (2.5) is still perfectly valid the field redefinition no longer makes
sense and if we insist on having an action of the form (2.7) we must enforce:
n = 4⇒ γ = φ = 0 . (2.11)
One can see that whilst the metric and two-form sectors of the theory are dimensionally
insensitive, the dimensional reduction the dilaton sector must be treated with some care
when working away from criticality. Furthermore, since in arbitrary dimensions the DFT
is equivalent to (2.7) with the coefficient fixed to be N[n] = 4 regardless of dimension
one sees that there will necessarily be a discrepancy between the dimensionally reduced
double M-theory and DFT.
3 From SL(5) invariant M-theory to O(3, 3) DFT
3.1 Duality invariant M-theory
The approach of Berman and Perry begins with the action1
S(n+1) =
∫
dn+1x
√
G
(
R[G]− 1
48
Fmˆnˆ pˆqˆF
mˆnˆ pˆqˆ
)
. (3.1)
In the canonical treatment one performs a time slicing (making the assumption that space-
time can be foliated by equal time sufaces). The canonical variables of the metric are spec-
ified by the lapse function α, shift vector β iˆ and the positive definite spatial metric Giˆjˆ and
their conjugate momenta πα, π
iˆ
β and π
iˆ jˆ respectively . The three form with all legs spatial
1Since we shall not be working in eleven dimensions here, there is no Chern Simons term. In fact, it turns
out that a Chern-Simons piece may be included by making a canonical transformation and the form of the
Hamiltonian is essential unaltered.
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gives rise to canonical variables Ciˆjˆkˆ with conjugate momenta π
iˆ jˆkˆ and with one temporal
leg a further set of canonical variables Ctˆiˆ jˆ = Biˆ jˆ with momenta π
iˆ jˆ
B. The dynamics is that
of a constrained system; there are a number of first class constraints that allow the gauge
fixing choice of synchronous gauge, i.e. α, βiˆ and Biˆjˆ = 0 are set to zero. The complete
Hamiltonian, given by the integral of the Hamiltonian constrain, weakly vanishes and is
given by
H =
∫
dnxG−
1
2
(
π iˆ jˆπiˆ jˆ −
1
n− 1π
2 + 3π iˆ jˆkˆπiˆ jˆkˆ − G
(
R[G]− 1
48
Fiˆ jˆkˆlˆF
iˆ jˆkˆlˆ
))
, (3.2)
in which R[G] is the Ricci scalar of the spatial metric and F is the spatial exterior derivative
of C. As ever, the time evolution of fields are given by their Poisson bracket with the
Hamiltonian.
The first indications of some novel unexpected structure comes on studying the con-
straint algebra. Alongside the Hamiltonian constraint there is a diffeomorphism con-
straint χiˆ and a gauge constraint χ
iˆ jˆ. The first surprise is that the action the diffeomor-
phism on the three-form is not simply the Lie derivative but rather a combination of Lie
derivative and gauge transformation. A second surprise is that the algebra of diffeomor-
phisms does not close simply only onto diffeomorphisms but rather up to a strange field
dependent term involving the field strength and gauge constraint:
{χiˆ(x),χ jˆ(x′)}P.B. =
(
χ(iˆD jˆ) +
1√
2
Fiˆ jˆkˆlˆχ
kˆlˆ
)
δ(x, x′) . (3.3)
The jumping-off point, and a key insight in [8], is that the rather exotic constraint
algebra can be naturally recast in the language of genralised geometry. By considering
the formal sum of vector fields X and (in this case) two-forms ξ one enlarges tangent
space to TM ⊕ Λ2T∗M which may be equiped with the structure of a Lie-algebroid by
means of the Courant bracket
[X + ξ,Y + η]C = [X,Y] + LXξ − LYη − d(ιXη − ιYξ) , (3.4)
in which, as usual, L represents the Lie derivative, ι is the interior product and d the
exterior derivative. This structure can be further modified to include a twisting
[X + ξ,Y + η]T = [X + ξ,Y + η]C +
1√
2
ιYιXF , (3.5)
where F = dC . Remarkably the constraint algebra of diffeomorphisms and gauge trans-
formations has exactly this form. This, together with the much earlier worldsheet study
of Duff and Lu [30] suggested that one might be able to harness the power of generalised
geometry to recast the canonical theory (3.2) in an insightful way.
In the case at hand the generalised geometry contains ten coordinatesXMˆ (i.e. the four
standard ones xaˆ and six others yaˆbˆ representing dual two-cycles) and their derivatives
∂Mˆ = (∂aˆ, ∂
aˆbˆ). The generalised metric for this this ten dimensional extended space is
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given by
MMˆNˆ =
(
Gaˆbˆ +
1
2Caˆeˆ fˆCbˆ
eˆ fˆ 1√
2
Caˆ
kˆlˆ
1√
2
Cbˆ
mˆmˆ 1
2(G
mˆkˆGnˆlˆ − GmˆlˆGkˆnˆ)
)
. (3.6)
Since the metric parametrises the symmetric coset SL(5)/SO(5) a reformulation of (3.2)
in terms of this object makes manifest the global SL(5) hidden symmetry of M-theory.
The dynamics for this generalised metric are given by a Hamiltonian
HBP = TBP +VBP (3.7)
with the kinetic terms
TBP = −
√
G
(
1
12
tr(M˙−1M˙) +
1
12
(tr(M−1M˙))2
)
(3.8)
and a potential
1√
detG
VBP = V1 +V2 +V3 +V4 (3.9)
with
V1 =
1
12
MMˆNˆ(∂MˆM
KˆLˆ)(∂NˆMKˆLˆ) , V2 = −
1
2
MMˆNˆ(∂NˆM
KˆLˆ)(∂LˆMKˆMˆ) , (3.10)
V3 =
1
12
MMˆNˆ(MKˆLˆ∂MˆMKˆLˆ)(M
RˆSˆ∂NˆMRˆSˆ) , V4 =
1
4
MMˆNˆMPˆQˆ(MKˆLˆ∂PˆMKˆLˆ)(∂MˆMNˆQˆ) .
Upon unpacking this expression rather carefully and invoking the ‘section condition’ that
∂ab = 0 one can show that this Hamiltonian is equivalent (upto surface terms) with the
original one in (3.2). Whereas the canonical Hamiltonian (3.2) has a clear geometric un-
derstanding (the potential contains a Ricci Scalar) it is, at present, unclear how best to
interpret this potential – it is certainly not the standard notion of Ricci tensor. In this
derivation no isometry properties or compactness properties were needed – the symme-
try is intrinsic to the uncompactified theory.
3.2 The doubled Kaluza–Klein ansatz
Now let us consider how the dimensional reduction of section 2 might be applied to the
generalised M-theory. We recall the KK ansatz for an S1z reduction of the d = 1+ 4 M-
theory. For the metric we employ
Gmˆnˆ =
(
e−γhmn + e2γAmAn Ame2γ
Ane
2γ e2γ
)
, (3.11)
and for the three-form2
C
(3)
mnz = bmn , C
(3)
mnp = Kmnp + Ambnp + Anbpm + Apbmn . (3.12)
2This definition of the three form serves to simplify many of the expressions that follow.
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Of course, following the discussion in section 2, when we ultimately compare to the DFT
we will need to set γ to zero however it is rather illuminating not to do so just yet. Note
that here we are performing the Weyl rescaling and dimensional reduction in one step for
reasons which will become immediately apparent.
The first thing is to understand how the KK ansatz (3.11) works on the generalised
metric (3.6). After some tedious manipulation3 one can ascertain that the component ex-
pressions:
• For the 4× 4 top left block of (3.6) :
Mmn = e
−γ(h− bh−1b)mn + 1
2
e2γ
(
2AmAnΛ + KmpqKn
pq + AnKm + AmKn
)
,
Mzz = e
2γ
Λ , Mzn = e
2γ
(
AnΛ +
1
2
Kn
)
, (3.13)
in which Λ = (1+ 12bmnb
mn) and Kn = Knpqbpq.
• For the 4× 6 off-diagonal blocks:
Mz
zn = − 1√
2
e2γAmbm
n , Mz
mn =
1√
2
e2γbmn ,
Mm
zn = − 1√
2
e−γ(bh−1)mn − 1√
2
e2γ(AmA
pbp
n + Kmp
nAp) ,
Mm
np =
1√
2
e2γ (Km
np + Amb
np) . (3.14)
• For the 6× 6 bottom right block:
Mmn,kl =
1
2
e2γ
(
hmkhln − hknhml
)
,
Mzn,zl =
1
2
e−γhnl +
1
2
e2γ
(
A2hnl − AlAn
)
,
Mzn,kl =
1
2
e2γ
(
Alhkn − Akhln
)
. (3.15)
Already one can see a certain structure emerge – the terms are naturally split into two
sorts: those scaling with e−γ and those scaling as e+2γ. The terms that scale with e−γ
(highlighted in bold in the above) do not depend on the Ramond fields and appear in the
combinations found in the O(d, d) coset metric of the DFT.
Now we wish to split the 4+ 6 dimensional space to a 3+ 3 dimensional space. We
must therefore identify the correct internal space. For the xaˆ coordinates it is obvious that
xaˆ = (xa, z) and we should impose ∂∂z = 0. For the yaˆbˆ = (yza, yab) it is less clear which
of these two sets of three should be considered the internal coordinate. The form of Mm
zn
tells us that x˜n = yzn are the three coordinates that we should keep after reduction and
3For some of the more onerous manipulations we found the symbolic algebra system Cadabra [40, 41] to
be a helpful tool to verify calculations.
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that ymn are internal and we should impose
∂
∂ymn
= 0. Hence the coordinates that survive
the dimensional reduction are given by XM = (xm, x˜m) = (xm, yzm).
The M-theory "section condition" of Berman Perry that ∂∂ymˆnˆ = 0 reduces to saying
that the reduced fields do not depend on the x˜ coordinates – this is exactly in accord with
the "strong constraint" of Double Field Theory.4
In line with the above discussion it suits us to reorder coordinates such that XMˆ =
(xa, x˜a, z, yab) i.e. we shuffle components of the M-theory generalised metric about in the
following way:
MMˆNˆ =

MMN AM B
rs
M
AN Mzz Mzrs
BpqN Mpqz Mpq,rs

 , (3.16)
where the top left block now represents the reduced generalised metric in ‘external’ di-
rections and the bottom right represents the ‘internal’ metric. For the reduced generalised
metric we thus collect the terms to find
MMN = e−γ
(
h− bh−1b −1√
2
bh−1
1√
2
h−1b 12h
−1
)
(3.17)
+e+2γ
(
AnAmΛ +
1
2K
2
mn +
1
2AmKn +
1
2AnKm − 1√2(AmApbpn + KmpnAp)
− 1√
2
(AnApbpm + KnpmAp)
1
2
(
A2hnl − AlAn)
)
and
AM = e2γ
(
AnΛ +
1
2Kn
− 1√
2
Ambm
n
)
, BrsM = e2γ
(
1√
2
(Kmrs + Ambrs)
1
2 (A
shrm − Arhsm)
)
(3.18)
We also define
B˜M = BrsMbrs = e2γ
(
1√
2
(
Km + Amb2
)
− (A · b)m
)
. (3.19)
The goal now is to try and express the second piece of (3.17) in terms of these ‘gauge’
fields. Using that (
AM − 1√
2
B˜M
)
= e2γ
(
Am
0
)
, (3.20)
we find
MMN = e−γHMN + e−2γ
(
AM − 1√
2
B˜M
)(
AN − 1√
2
B˜N
)
+ e−2γBrsMBMrs . (3.21)
4A complete understanding of the possible general section conditions for the M-theory is somewhat lack-
ing at the moment. It would of course be nice to make a link between such a general section condition and
the general strong constraint rather than just this one particular solution of it as we have here.
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whereHMN is the usual O(3, 3) coset metric5:
HMN =
(
h− bh−1b −1√
2
bh−1
1√
2
h−1b 12h
−1
)
(3.22)
This structure is somewhat replicates what one finds in a standard KK reduction. This
can be mademore explicit if we introduce Greek indices to denote the internal coordinates
i.e. XMˆ = (XM,Xα) = (XM, z, yab) and define the metric on the internal space
Gαβ = e−2γ
(
Mzz Mz
rs
Mpqz M
pq,rs
)
=
(
Λ
1√
2
brs
1√
2
bpq 12 (h
prhsq − hrqhps)
)
(3.23)
with inverse6 given by
Gαβ =
(
1 − 1√
2
bpq
− 1√
2
brs
1
2(hprhsq − hrqhps + bpqbrs)
)
. (3.24)
Defining the ‘gauge field’ to be
CMα = e−2γ(AM,BMrs) , (3.25)
finally allows us to make sense of the KK ansatz applied to the generalised metric. We
find (3.16) may be written in the form
MMˆNˆ =
(
e−γHMN + e2γCMαGαβCNβ e2γCMα
e2γCNβ e2γGαβ
)
. (3.26)
To find the inverse of M is easy since the generalised metric is just of a standard KK type:
MMˆNˆ = (MMˆNˆ)
−1 =
(
eγHMN −eγCMα
−eγCNβ e−2γGαβ + eγCPαCPβ
)
(3.27)
in which we have raised indices on the gauge field with eitherH or G.
To summarise, the main lesson one can draw from all this is: The standard dimensional
reduction gets promoted to a doubled KK Reduction.7 In other words we simply invoke a
KK type ansatz on the generalised metric. In some sense life is simplified through the
generalised metric since the RR fields are entirely contained in the gauge fields of this
ansatz. An important difference however is that the metric on the internal space is not
independent of the field content of the remaining dimensions. We shall shortly return to
5The peculiar factors floating around in here could have been removed by a rescaling of the dual yab
coordinates, however, we don’t do this so as to keep with the conventions of [8] .
6See the appendix for an explanation of how to treat antisymmetric indices to establish the correct factors
in this inverse.
7Apologies for the name - we hope potential confusion is avoided with a double dimensional reduction of
a world sheet - something we don’t do in these notes.
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the interpretation of this internal metric but for the meantime we continue directly.
3.3 The reduction
To perform the dimensional reduction we simply need to plug (3.26) into (3.8) and (3.9)
and enforce the vanishing of derivatives in internal directions. An instructive example of
the sorts of manipulations involved is
MKˆLˆ∂MMKˆLˆ = HKL∂MHKL + Gαβ∂MGαβ + (2δαα − δNN)∂Mγ
= HKL∂MHKL + Gαβ∂MGαβ + 2∂Mγ . (3.28)
Notice how in this calculation gauge fields cancel – this is something that will happen
repeatedly in the dimensional reduction. We now need to make use of a few identities,
which may be shown by a brute force calculation,
HKL∂MHKL = 0 Gαβ∂MGαβ = ΓM = −2hrs∂Mhrs , (3.29)
which allow us to conclude that
MKˆLˆ∂MMKˆLˆ = 2∂Mγ+ ΓM . (3.30)
Let us get slightly ahead of ourselves and mention that the term (h−1∂Mh) is crucial to
the definition of the T-duality invariant dilaton and can only arise in this dimensional
reduction through the derivatives of the internal metric G.
For the first term in the potential we find:
V1 =
1
12
eγ
(
∂MHKL∂MHKL − 22∂Mγ∂Mγ+ ∂MGαβ∂MGαβ − 4ΓM∂Mγ
)
−1
6
e4γ
(
GαβHKL∂MCKα∂MCLβ− 2CKαGβγ∂MCKβ∂MGαγ + CKαCKβGσρ∂MGασ∂MGβρ
)
.
(3.31)
The structure of the KK ansatz ensures that a great many of the possible terms in the
gauge fields cancel out in these contractions and we can see that the dilaton scaling is
homogenous in the gauge field sector and metric sector respectively. In a similar fashion,
making use of (3.28) and the identities (3.29) one eventually finds
V3 =
1
3
eγ
(
∂Mγ+
1
2
GM
)2
, (3.32)
V2 =
1
2
eγ
(
−HKL∂KHQN∂NHLQ + 2∂KHKN∂Nγ+ ∂Mγ∂Mγ
)
(3.33)
+
1
2
e4γ
(
Gαβ∂KCMα∂MCKβ − 2CKβGαρ∂KCMα∂MGβρ + CMγCNµGρσ∂MGµρ∂NGγσ
)
,
V4 = −1
2
eγ
(
∂KHKL∂Lγ+ ∂Mγ∂Mγ+ 1
2
VK∂MHKM + 1
2
VK∂
Kγ
)
. (3.34)
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The kinetic terms are evaluated in the same way and are simply given by the expres-
sion V1 +V3 with the contracted derivatives replaced by time derivatives.
3.4 The NS sector
Let us first concentrate on the would-be NS sector by temporarily setting the KK gauge
fields CMα to zero. To proceed we note some crucial identities that allows the quadratic
term of the internal metric to be written in terms of the external metric:
∂MHKL∂MHKL = 2tr
(
h−1∂Mbh−1∂Mb− h−1∂Mhh−1∂Mh
)
, (3.35)
and
∂MGαβ∂MGαβ = tr
(
h−1∂Mbh−1∂Mb− h−1∂Mhh−1∂Mh
)
− tr(h−1∂Mh)2 (3.36)
=
1
2
∂MHKL∂MHKL − 1
4
ΓMΓ
M . (3.37)
For the first terms in the potential, (3.31), we may use these identities to find
V1 =
1
12
eγ
(
3
2
∂MHKL∂MHKL − 22∂Mγ∂Mγ− 4ΓM∂Mγ− 1
4
ΓMΓ
M
)
. (3.38)
Notice how the coefficient of the H quadratic term receives contributions from both the
internal and external metric terms – this is prototypical of what will happen in general.
Adding all the contributions in the NS sector we find
VBP =
√
he
γ
2
(
1
8
∂MHKL∂MHKL − 1
2
HKL∂KHQN∂NHLQ
)
+
√
he
γ
2
(
−3
2
∂Mγ− 1
4
ΓM∂
Mγ+
1
16
ΓMΓ
M +
1
2
∂MHMN
(
∂Nγ− 1
2
ΓN
))
(3.39)
in which the overall prefactor received a contribution e−
γ
2 from the determinant in addi-
tion to the factor found in (3.38). One might hope that some linear combination of ∂Mγ
andVM could be defined so as to completely simplify the terms in the second line however
that proves not to be possible.
The kinetic terms are found to be
TBP = −
√
he−
γ
2
(
1
8
tr(H˙−1H˙)− 3
2
γ˙2 +
1
16
Γ
2
t
)
, (3.40)
in which Γt = −2tr(h−1h˙).
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3.5 Comparison to DFT
The Lagrangian for DFT is given by
SDFT =
∫
dxdx˜e−2d
(
1
8
HMN∂MHKL∂NHKL − 1
2
HMN∂MHKL∂LHKN − 2∂Md∂NHMN + 4HMN∂Md∂Nd
)
.
(3.41)
The duality invariant DFT dilaton is related to the usual dilaton according to
e−2d =
√
|g|e−2φ . (3.42)
In DFT (4.28) all coordinates are doubled (including time) and whereas in the preceding
M-theory treatment not only was time not doubled but covariance was broken (by choos-
ing synchronous gauge) and time treated separately.8 The first thing we do is to mirror
this by separating the potential and kinetic terms from (4.28) choosing the off-diagonal
piecesHtI = Ht˜I = Htt˜ = 0 and by setting ∂∂t˜ ≡ 0. UsingHtt = H−1t˜t˜ we find that
TDFT = e
−2d
(
1
8
HttH˙MNH˙MN − 1
4
H˙ttH˙tt − 2d˙H˙tt + 4d˙2Htt
)
, (3.43)
VDFT = e
−2d
(
1
8
HMN∂MHKL∂NHKL − 1
2
HMN∂MHKL∂LHKN
−2∂Md∂NHMN + 4HMN∂Md∂Nd+ 1
4
HMN∂MHtt∂NHtt
)
. (3.44)
Now we must understand what the correct choice is for Htt = gtt in order to make
contact with theM-theory reduction. This is slightly subtle, when reducing from eleven to
ten dimensions as in section 2 of this paper one performs aWeyl rescaling in all directions,
including time. However, in the Berman-Perry approach, the time component of the M-
theory metric Gtt had been gauge fixed to unity. Thus to make contact with the preceding
calculations we must constrain the time component of the string theory metric gtt to obey
− 1 = Gtt = e−γgtt ⇒ gtt = Htt = eγ , (3.45)
and the double dilaton to obey
e−2d =
√
he−2φ+
γ
2 . (3.46)
Let us compare the dilaton prefactors arising in the reduced potential with that in
the DFT. We shall do this in more generality than the case at hand by including an arbi-
trary number of dimensions. Consider the M-theory defined with n spatial dimensions
so that the corresponding dimensional reduction has n− 1 spatial dimensions. Under the
standard KK ansatz, (3.11), the determinant of the M-theory spatial metric is given by
8To avoid introducing an extra alphabet we have abused notation in (4.28) such that capital Roman indices
run over both doubled spatial (xi and x˜i) and doubled temporal coordinates (t and t˜). Everywhere else the
capital Roman indices run over doubled spatial coordinates only.
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detG = e(3−n)γ det h. Thus the reduced M-theory potential is schematically given by
VBP ≈
√
GMMˆNˆ∂MˆM
KˆLˆ∂NˆMKˆLˆ + · · · ≈ e(3−n)
γ
2
√
heγHMN∂MHKL∂NHKL + . . . (3.47)
where the extra factor of eγ comes from the contraction of indices with M−1 (for n = 4 we
thus have an overall prefactor e
γ
2 as in eqn. (3.39) ). To match this to the prefactor in the
DFT potential, (3.44), we must have
e(3−n)
γ
2 eγ
√
h =
√
he−2φ+
γ
2 (3.48)
thus (
2− n
2
)
γ = −2φ , (3.49)
which correctly reproduces the relation betweenKK scalar and dilaton field found in (2.6).
In comparing the prefactors of the kinetic terms one arrives at the same conclusion.
Therefore, as anticipated in section 2, although the dimensionally reduced theory is
perfectly valid in its own right, in order for it to be compared with DFT we should set the
standard dilaton φ and γ both to zero. This does not imply that the doubled dilaton is
zero; instead we have d = − 14 ln det h and for its derivatives
∂Md = −1
4
tr(h−1∂M) = 8ΓM . (3.50)
With this it is immediately clear that the dimensional reduction agrees with the DFT.
One might perhaps be able to alter the formulation of the DFT to match excatly with
the dimensionally reduced M-theory however there seems relatively little to be gained in
doing so since we know the DFT is equivalent to string theory. Instead, a more useful en-
terprise is surely to develop a completed duality invariant M-theory in 1+ 10 dimensions.
3.6 The RR sector
Let us now turn to the gauge fields. Combing the contributions to the potential yields:
e−4γ√
G
VC = −1
6
GαβHKL∂MCKα ∂MCLβ − 1
6
CKαCLβGαγGβµGρσHKL∂MGγρ ∂MGµσ
+
1
3
CKαGαβGγρHKL∂MCLγ ∂MGβρ + 1
2
Gαβ∂KCLα ∂LCKβ
−CKαGαβGγρ∂KCLγ ∂LGβρ + 1
2
CKαCLβGαγGβµGρσ∂KGµρ ∂LGγσ
(3.51)
This can be simplified by defining a new derivative
DMCKα = ∂MCKα − CKβ(Gβσ∂MGσα) , (3.52)
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to yield
e−4γ√
G
VC = −1
6
GαβDMCKαDNCLβ
(
HMNHKL − 3HMKHNL
)
(3.53)
The relative factor between the two pieces means that this combination is not a standard
field-strength-squared contraction. Whilst this result is relatively simple, the field CMα
defined according to (3.25) is rather difficult to interpret; it contains various contractions
of the RR potentials together with the metric and NS two-form. This can be remedied by
noticing that upon raising an internal index on the gauge field we have
CαM = GαβCMβ =
(
Am
1√
2
Kmrs
0 1mnrs An
)
, (3.54)
in which 1nmrs =
1
2 (δ
n
r δ
m
s − δmr δns ) is the appropriate identity operator for antisymmetric
indices (see appendix). In this form we see that the NS dependence has dropped out
entirely. Furthermore, the derivative introduce above is no more than
DMCKα = Gαβ∂MCβK (3.55)
and the RR sector of the dimensionally reduced theory is very simply given by
e−4γ√
G
VC = −1
6
Gαβ∂MCαK∂NCβL
(
HMNHKL − 3HMKHNL
)
. (3.56)
Upon enforcing that ∂∂x˜ = 0 and expanding out the above expression one indeed recovers
exactly the correct contributions to the two-form and four-form RR field strengths found
in IIA supergravity. The calculation is a little laborious but straightforward and again
relies on a delicate interplay between the internal metric Gαβ and the metricHI J . 9
3.6.1 Interpreting the internal metric and the KK gauge fields
At this stage we consider further what is the meaning of the internal index structure on
these gauge fields. In a standard KK reduction the internal metric does not have any re-
lation to the external metric. The isometries of the internal metric translate to the gauge
symmetries of the gauge field. However the situation is quite different here; the internal
metric depends on the same functions (i.e. the components of the real metric h and NS
two-form b) as the external metric H but in a different representation of the O(d, d) sym-
metry group. How then should we really interpret the internal metric? A key observation
is the isomorphism Spin(3, 3) ∼= Sl(4,R). It is thus natural to consider the internal metric
(which we recall acts in a four-dimensional space) as a spinorial counter part to the ex-
ternal metric H. Since H describes an O(3, 3)/O(3) ×O(3) coset, one might expect that
the internal metric defines a Sl(4,R)/SO(4) coset space. This is not quite accurate; the in-
9To compare with certain texts it is important to keep in mind our definition of A(3) = K(3) − A(1) ∧ b
hence the modified field strength F˜(4) = dA(3) − A(1) ∧ H = dK(3) − dA(1) ∧ b. It is for this reason that
contractions in (3.56) carry no derivatives of the two-form b.
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ternal metric is not unimodular but instead has a determinant equal to det(h)−2.10 To see
this more explicitly the first thing to do is to remove the rather awkward antisymmetric
indices on the internal coordinates. This is achieved by defining z ≡ z0 and yij = 1√2ηijkzk
where ηijk is a permutation symbol (taking values 0,±1) . Then the internal line-element
ds2int = Gαβdyαdyβ = (1+
1
2
bpqb
pq)dz0dz0 +
2√
2
bpqdzdypq +
1
2
(hprhqs − hpshqr)dypqdyrs ,
(3.57)
becomes
ds2int = (1+ βkβ
k)dz0dz0 + 2βk det h
−1/2dzdzk + hij det h−1dyidyj , (3.58)
in which we have defined 2βi = b
ijǫijk (ǫ being the Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor).
We remark that the SL(4)/SO(4) coset has appeared previously in the literature; the
reduction of five-dimensional dilaton-axion gravity on a T2 can be formulated with such
a coset [38] as can the KK reduction of six-dimensional pure gravity on a T3 [39].
With this in mind it now seems a possible interpretation of the KK guage fields CαA
is that they are bosonic spin 3/2 fields of the double field theory. As is the case with the
encoding of the NS sector fields inH, these CαA are not free but are constrained by the form
of (3.54). Should this result hold true in general, one consequence of this is that the forms
of both the field C and the spinorial metric G will vary according to the dimensionality;
this is in contrast to H which takes the form regardless of dimension. We do not rule
out the possibility that there may be an alternative, and more universal, formulation that
makes use of H alone but this certainly seems rather unnatural given perspective gained
from the preceding M-theory considerations .
4 From O(5, 5) covariant M-theory to O(4, 4) DFT
We now turn to the next dimension up in which we start with a supergravity theory with
five spatial dimensions. In this case, through the introduction of eleven extra coordinates
it is possible to recast the theory in a way that displays manifest SO(5, 5) invariance [9].
Note that the coordinates describe a sixteen of SO(5, 5) and not the vector of this group
(as would be the case in the DFT). Due to this the form of the generalised metric is rather
more involved. The sixteen coordinates are now XMˆ = {X aˆ,Yaˆbˆ,U} and the generalised
metric is given by
M Iˆ Jˆ =


Gaˆbˆ +
1
2Caˆeˆ fˆCbˆ
eˆ fˆ + 116XaˆXbˆ
1√
2
Caˆ
kˆlˆ + 1
4
√
2
XaˆV
kˆlˆ 1
4G
−1/2Xaˆ
1√
2
Cbˆ
mˆnˆ + 1
4
√
2
XbˆV
mˆnˆ 1
2(G
mˆkˆGnˆlˆ − GmˆlˆGkˆnˆ) + 12V kˆlˆVmˆnˆ 1√2G−
1
2Vmˆnˆ
1
4G
−1/2Xbˆ
1√
2
G− 12V kˆlˆ G−1


(4.1)
10This result seems to mirror a subtlety concerning spinors in generalised geometry: the spin bundle is
actually S = Λ•T∗ ⊗ det(T) 12 and the action of Gl(d) on spinors is modified.
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in which
V aˆbˆ =
1
6
ǫaˆbˆcˆdˆeˆCcˆdˆeˆ , Xaˆ = V
dˆeˆCdˆeˆaˆ , G = detG , (4.2)
where the epsilons are tensors (not densities) defined according to
ǫaˆbˆcˆdˆeˆ =
1√
G
η aˆbˆcˆdˆeˆ , (4.3)
where η is an alternating permutation symbol taking values {−1, 0, 1}. The inverse metric
is given by
M Iˆ Jˆ =


Gaˆbˆ − 1√
2
Caˆmˆnˆ
√
G
4 X
aˆ
− 1√
2
Cbˆ pˆqˆ Gpˆqˆ,mˆnˆ +
1
2Cpˆqˆ
aˆCaˆmˆnˆ −
√
G√
2
Vpˆqˆ −
√
G
4
√
2
CpˆqˆaˆX
aˆ
√
G
4 X
bˆ −
√
G√
2
Vmˆnˆ −
√
G
4
√
2
CmˆnˆaˆX
aˆ 1+ 12VaˆbˆV
aˆbˆ + 116X
aˆXaˆ

 . (4.4)
The structure of the Hamiltonian in this case is the same as in the SL(5) case in
(3.8),(3.9) but with different coefficients for each term; the kinetic terms are
TBP = −
√
G
(
1
16
tr(M˙−1M˙) +
3
128
(tr(M−1M˙))2
)
(4.5)
and the potential is given as
1√
detG
VBP = V1 +V2 +V3 +V4 (4.6)
with
V1 =
1
16
MMˆNˆ(∂MˆM
KˆLˆ)(∂NˆMKˆLˆ) , (4.7)
V2 = −1
2
MMˆNˆ(∂NˆM
KˆLˆ)(∂LˆMKˆMˆ) , (4.8)
V3 =
3
128
MMˆNˆ(MKˆLˆ∂MˆMKˆLˆ)(M
RˆSˆ∂NˆMRˆSˆ) , (4.9)
V4 =
1
8
MMˆNˆMPˆQˆ(MKˆLˆ∂PˆMKˆLˆ)(∂MˆMNˆQˆ) . (4.10)
At first glance the coefficients in these expressions seem rather strange, and it is certainly
not obvious how they should relate to the coefficients found in the DFT. However, we
shall see that they are, of course, exactly what is needed to ensure delicate cancelations
occur.
4.1 KK ansatz in the NS sector
Nowwemake the split of the sixteen into the eight internal coordinates asXα = {U, z,Yab}
and the external coordinates as X I = {Xa,Yza}. First let us just consider the would-be NS
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sector i.e. we have
Gab = e
−γhab , Gzz = e2γ , Cabz = bab , (4.11)
and all other components zero. Also we define the lower-dimensional epsilon tensor as
ǫabcd =
1√
h
ηabcd , (4.12)
noting that the relationship between the five- and four-dimensional tensors is
ǫabcdz =
1√
G
ηabcdz = eγ
1√
h
ηabcd = eγǫabcd . (4.13)
Under this decomposition we have
Vza = 0 , Vab =
1
2
eγǫabcdbcd , Xz =
1
2
eγǫabcdbabbcd , Xa = 0 , detG = e
−2γ det h.
(4.14)
The generalised metric then splits according to
M Iˆ Jˆ =
(
e−γHI J 0
0 e2γGαβ
)
(4.15)
whereHI J is the O(4, 4) generalised metric and the internal metric is given by
Gαβ =


h−1 1
8
√
h
Θ
1
2
√
2h
βab
1
8
√
h
Θ 1+ 12b
2 + 164Θ
2 1√
2
(bab + 116Θβ
ab)
1
2
√
2h
βcd 1√
2
(bcd + 116Θβ
cd) hab,cd + 18β
abβcd

 , (4.16)
with inverse
Gαβ =


h
(
1+ 164Θ
2 + 18β
abβab
) √
h
8 Θ −
√
h
2
√
2
(
(βab +
1
4Θbab
)
√
h
8 Θ 1 − 1√2bab
−
√
h
2
√
2
(
βcd +
1
4Θbcd
) − 1√
2
bcd hab,cd +
1
2babbcd

 . (4.17)
in which Θ = ǫabcdbabbcd and β
ab = ǫabcdbcd.
In this case we have the following identities for the derivatives of the internal metric:
tr(G∂G−1) = 4tr(h−1∂h) , (4.18)
tr(∂G∂G−1) = −2(tr(h−1∂h))2 + tr(∂H∂H−1) . (4.19)
These allow us to determine that
tr(M−1∂M) = (2tr(G−1G)− tr(H−1H))∂γ+ tr(G−1∂G)
= 32∂φ+ 16∂d (4.20)
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and
tr(∂M−1∂M) = tr∂H−1∂H+ tr∂G−1∂G − (tr(H−1H) + 4tr(G−1G))∂γ∂γ− 4∂γtr(G−1∂G)
= 2tr∂H−1∂H− (2 · 4 · 4)∂d∂d − (40 · 16)∂φ∂φ − (4 · 16 · 4)∂φ∂d , (4.21)
in which we have defined (for reasons that will become apparent upon comparing to the
DFT)
∂d = −1
4
tr(h−1∂h) (4.22)
and used the relation between the KK scalar and string theory dilaton in this dimension,
γ = 4φ.
Now we substitute this ansatz into the potential to find
V1 +V3 = e
4φHMN
(
1
8
∂MHKL∂NHKL + 4∂Md∂Nd+ 8∂Mφ∂Nd− 8∂Mφ∂Nφ
)
(4.23)
V2 = e
4φ
(
8HMN∂Mφ∂Nφ+ 4∂KHKL∂Lφ− 1
2
HMN∂NHKL∂LHMK
)
(4.24)
V4 = −e4φ
(
4∂Mφ∂NHMN + 2∂Md∂NHMN + 16∂Mφ∂Mφ+ 8∂Mφ∂Md
)
(4.25)
in which we have eliminated the derivatives of the internal metric according to the identi-
ties (4.18) and (4.19). Combining terms, and including the
√
G pre-factor we find the final
result for the potential
VBP =
√
h
(
1
8
∂MHKL∂MHKL + 4∂Md∂Md− 1
2
HMN∂NHKL∂LHMK − 2∂Md∂NHMN − 16∂Mφ∂Mφ
)
.
(4.26)
Note that the overall factor of the dilaton has cancelled from the
√
G pre-factor and the
e4φ that comes from contracting the indices in the potential with an M−1 .
The kinetic terms follow in a similar way and can be read from V1 + V3 by simply
replacing the spatial derivatives to temporal ones and removing the factor of e4φ:
TBP = −e−4φ
√
h
(
1
8
tr(H˙−1H˙) + 4d˙2 + 8φ˙d˙− 8φ˙2
)
(4.27)
4.2 Comparison to DFT
We recall the Lagrangian for DFT is given by
SDFT =
∫
dxdx˜e−2d
(
1
8
HMN∂MHKL∂NHKL − 1
2
HMN∂MHKL∂LHKN − 2∂Md∂NHMN + 4HMN∂Md∂Nd
)
(4.28)
in which not only the spatial but also the temporal coordinate has been doubled. The
duality invariant dilaton is related to the usual according to
e−2d =
√
|g|e−2φ (4.29)
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To make contact with the approach of Berman–Perry we should separate out the time
from this action. Accordingly we split the indices up as XM = {XM, t, t˜} and us make the
following assumptions:
HKt = 0 , HKt˜ = 0 , Htt = −e4φ, Ht˜t˜ = −e−4φ , ∂t˜ = 0 . (4.30)
As explained in section 3, these assumptions serve to mirror the gauge fixing choice made
in the derivation of Berman–Perry. The consequence of the Weyl rescaling is that we must
use:
− 1 = Gtt = e−γhtt ⇒ htt = −eγ = −e4φ . (4.31)
This also has an implication for the doubled dilaton:
e−2d =
√
|g|e−2φ = |gtt| 12
√
he−2φ =
√
h (4.32)
which is in accordance with the definition (4.22).
The Lagrangian (4.28) thus splits into a kinetic piece given by
TDFT = −e−2de−4φ
(
1
8
H˙−1H˙+ 4φ˙2 + 8d˙φ˙+ 4d˙2
)
(4.33)
and potential terms
VDFT = e
−2d
(
1
8
HMN∂MHKL∂NHKL − 1
2
HMN∂MHKL∂LHKN − 2∂Md∂NHMN
+4HMN∂Md∂Nd− 4HMN∂Mφ∂Nφ
)
. (4.34)
With the exception of the coefficients of the quadratic terms in ∂φ these are in agree-
ment with the potential and kinetic terms obtained by dimensional reduction. This dis-
crepancy is something that we anticipated from the outset due to the arguments of section
2 and is something that is unavoidable when working away from the true critical dimen-
sions. Nonetheless, the terms involving the doubled diltaton, d, are correctly reproduced
and this was only possible with a careful treatment of the Weyl rescaling effects on time.
4.3 RR Sector
The inclusion of the RR fields is much the same as before (though the calculation is rather
more involved); the standard KK ansatz produces a Doubled KK ansatz of the form (3.26).
The gauge fields of this KK ansatz contain the dependance on the RR sector and although
CMα is a rather unwieldy expression upon raising the internal index with the metric Gαβ
the structure simplifies dramatically to give
CαM =


√
h
12 ǫ
pklnKklnbmp −
√
h
8 Kmklǫ
klpqbpq Am
1√
2
Kmrs√
h√
2
ǫmklnKkln 0 1
mn
rs An

 . (4.35)
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Upon dimensional reductionwe find that the only termswith RR fields are again quadratic
in derivatives and have the structure
e−4γ√
G
VC = −1
8
Gαβ∂MCαK∂NCβL
(
HMNHKL − 4HMKHNL
)
. (4.36)
5 Discussion
To summarise, aside from some dimensional dependent subtleties with the dilaton, upon
dimensional reduction, the duality invariant approach to M-theory descends to the dual-
ity invariant doubled field theory for the NS fields.
In addition, due to the democratic way in which M-theory treats the would-be Ra-
mond and NS sectors, this dimensional reduction has provided further perspective on the
way RR fields might be incorporated into the DFT.We suggest that the RR fields should be
encapsulated in the form of the KK gauge potentials and carry an external O(d, d) vector
index and internal Spin(d, d) fundamental spinor index. In this way they might naturally
be thought of as spin 3/2 fields in the DFT. One might anticipate that this result holds
in general for all O(d, d) groups. For the next dimension up, the theory with 6 spatial
directions, we already encounter some discrepancy. In that case we expect to formulate
the M-theory in an E6,6 covariant manner by the introduction of twenty one extra coor-
dinates (corresponding to 15 membrane wrapping charges and six fivebrane wrapping
charges). Then upon dimensionally reducing to the O(5, 5) T-duality invariant DFT we
would have seventeen internal directions. Under O(5, 5) we have the decompostition
27 → 10 + 16 + 1. Thus, in this case one would again expect to find a KK gauge field
with a vector and spinor index of O(5, 5) but also some extra U(1) vector fields due to
the singlet in the decomposition. The interpretation of these, and how they relate to the
considerations of [25] will be of interest. It will also be important to clarify how the exotic
local gauge symmetry of DFT acts on these fields (a result that of course should be obtain-
able from a knowledge of the correct gauge symmetry of duality invariant M-theory).
Should this result hold true in general, one consequence is that the forms of both
the field C and the spinorial metric G will vary according to the dimensionality; this is
in contrast to H which takes the same form regardless of dimension. We do not rule
out the possibility that there may be an alternative, and more universal, formulation that
makes use of H alone but this certainly seems rather unnatural given perspective gained
from these M-theoretic considerations. The development of a general treatment of RR
fields in the DFT and indeed the incorporation of supersymmetry (which is likely to be
rather exotic given the novel gauge symmetry of DFT), remains an area ripe for further
exploration.
To develop this approach to the incorporation of RR into the double field theory it
will be necessary to understand the construction of the internal metrics Gab for general
dimension O(d, d) groups. Actually, beyond just developing the DFT, this would help
inform the construction of duality invariant M-theory for larger duality groups. By the
KK ansatz the correct form of the generalised metric for the M-theory would be readily
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apparent. Assuming that the four terms in the M-theory potential remain the same it
would then be a simple matter of fixing four coefficients.
A rather awkward feature that made that obscures the relation between the DFT and
the generalised M-theory was the treatment of time. It would be desirable to form a more
covariant version of the generalised M-theory in which time is also in some sense dou-
bled. Furthermore, as we have seen the dimensional dependence of the dilaton terms
means that the dimensional reduction is not exactly the DFT. This would be remedied by
a treatment that includes all dimensions in the M-theory. The ultimately, and lofty goal,
would be to build an M-theory that exhibits the maximium duality group!
Finally we remark that there are two (somewhat related) areas where the duality in-
variant M-theory remains not completely understood: providing a generalisation of the
section condition in a duality covariant way and understanding the gauge symmetries of
the theory. One hope is that these might be reverse engineered as lifting of the equivalent
constraint and gauge symmetry of the double field theory.
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Note Added
After this work appeared as a preprint the following relevant papers appeared on the
arXiv: [42–44].
A A note on antisymmetric indicies
We need the notion of inversion of a matrix whose components cary antisymmetric in-
dices. To define the inverse we first establish the that the correct identity operator is given
by
1
ab
cd =
1
2
(
δacδ
b
d − δbdδac
)
(A.1)
which has the properties that
1
ab
cd1
cd
e f = 1
ab
e f , 1
ab
cdT
cd = Tab (A.2)
when acting on an antisymmetric Tab. Also the trace is given by
1
ab
ab =
1
2
(
n2 − n) (A.3)
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correctly counting the dimension of the space of antisymmetric indices. With this defini-
tion the metric
hab,cd =
1
2
(
hachbd − hadhbc
)
(A.4)
has inverse
hab,cd =
1
2
(hachbd − hadhbc) (A.5)
properly normalised so that
hab,cdhcd,e f = 1
ab
e f . (A.6)
B Curvature formulae
To establish a sign convention we define the Ricci curvature as
Rab = ∂cΓ
c
ab − ∂bΓcac + ΓcabΓdcd − ΓcadΓdbc . (B.1)
A useful formula is that for the metric ansatz
Gab =
(
h˜ij 0
0 e2γ
)
, (B.2)
the Ricci scalar is given by
R[G] = R[h˜]− 2(∂γ)2 − 2∇˜2γ . (B.3)
Under a conformal rescaling h˜ij = e
2ωhij we have the following useful identities
∇˜2Φ = e−2ω
(
∇2Φ + (d− 2)∂iω∂iΦ
)
, (B.4)
R[h˜] = e−2ω
(
R[h]− 2(d− 1)∇2ω− (d− 1)(d− 2)∂iω∂iω
)
. (B.5)
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